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Should Pre-school be like a Mini-school? What are Parents Expectations?
The introduction of the Free Preschool Year in Early Childhood Care
and Education (ECCE) scheme has
placed more emphasis on this year
in a child’s life and value on the benefits of quality pre-school. Research
studies have consistently found that
the early years of life are crucial to
the emotional and intellectual development of a child. 75% of brain
growth is completed during the early
years (Barnardos, 2010).

The 2011/2012 school year is the first in which the vast majority of Irish children have entered primary school having completed a full year in preschool. Data is being collected on the impact of
this. However, anecdotally schools have reported higher levels of school readiness which is one
positive outcome of the scheme (DCYA, 2012).
With more of a shift in emphasis than ever towards children being ‘school ready’ it is important for you as
providers to share research findings with parents about how children learn and what they need to learn at
this age. From discussions we have had with providers, some have referred to pressure they can feel at
times from parents to provide a service which is very similar to school.
However, Regulation 5 and Aistear clearly state the need for a play based - active learning environment and it is important that parents are given access to this information.
Research has shown that play is an essential need of all children and that children who are not provided with enough opportunity to express themselves through play may not develop all the skills needed to
reach their full potential. However to a parent observing a room where children are involved in free play
may be viewed as chaos and ‘just playing’. It is important that parents are made aware of how a room is
structured into different play areas and the potential learning goals for each area.
In an article entitled; ‘Why Pre-school Shouldn’t be like School’ Slate (2011) Alison Gopnik refers to how,
while learning from a ‘teacher’ may help children get to a specific answer more quickly, it also makes
them less likely to discover new information about a problem and to create a new and unexpected solution. In this Slate article she describes how new research shows that too much instruction actually harms
the intellectual development of young people. The research suggests the merits of a play-based, exploratory approach to early childhood education and cautions against the movement toward academic preschools.(www.slate.com/id/2288402/)
In contrast to this some parents may think that in order for a child to learn they must be instructed by a
‘teacher’ and be sitting at a table. ‘Structure’ can be a key word for what some parents may view as being
a requirement for learning. It is important that parents then are also made aware of the myths about
school readiness and how literacy and numeracy should be addressed in the early years.

The Myths about being Ready for School

Myth 1: Learning the ABCs/alphabet is crucial to school readiness. The Truth: Learning the
ABCs/alphabet is a memorization skill. While it is important, and will help children understand the
idea of alphabetical order in the future, learning to recognize and name letters and identify their
sounds is even more important.
Myth 2: Children need to know how to count to 50 before going to first grade/primary
school. The Truth: Counting to 10, 50, or 100 is a rote memorization skill. Again, while it helps
children understand that there is an order to numbers, far more important is understanding the
idea of 1-to-1 correspondence (that each number you count has a corresponding object, person,
year, etc. to go with it) and understanding quantity (i.e., that “three” means “three objects”).
Myth 3: The more “teacher-directed” the learning, the better. In other words, if a teacher is
directly telling children something, that will increase their learning. The Truth: Actually, we
know that children internalize concepts more fully when they are doing things—when they are digging, building, balancing, jumping, writing, counting, etc. vs. being told by someone else.
Myth 4: The more a program looks like the “school” we remember as children (desks,
teacher up in front of the classroom, etc.), the more the children will learn. The Truth: Young
children learn best in an environment that allows them to make choices (builds decision-making
skills and independence); to select their own learning materials for at least part of the day and empowers them to try new things with a teacher who guides the learning.
Myth 5: Children need quiet to learn. The Truth: Actually, children need a language-rich environment where caring adults provide responsive language interactions (your child makes a sound;
you respond); where children’s language is expanded (your child points to a cat and says “cat”;
you say- “Yes, that striped cat is getting ready to climb the tree”); and where new vocabulary is
regularly introduced.
Myth 6: Learning to write is all about letter formation. The Truth: While letter formation is one
part of learning to write, equally, or even more important, is understanding the idea of recording
one’s ideas on paper. When a child makes some scribbles and says “This is my daddy,” write your
child’s words on the picture and she will begin to make the connection between the spoken and
written word.
(Bright Horizons, www.brighthorizons.com)

Literacy in the Early Years
Literacy is not rooted in letters and words initially but in communication and language.
In early childhood settings, educators do not need to be concerned about teaching letters
and phonics in a formal way.
Getting children to read early and fast is not conducive to a firm grasp of literacy skills or a
later passion for reading and writing.
To encourage children’s mark making and emergent writing is important.
From birth, children will experience alphabetic code by looking at books, having stories
read to them and becoming aware that books use symbols called letters and that these
letters have names and specific sounds, and sounds make words.

Numeracy in the Early Years
Children need to use numbers in a context that makes sense to them.
An emphasis on worksheets and colouring in activities fails to tap into the mathematical understanding and knowledge that most young children have.
Children’s experiences of numeracy should be based in first hand experiences and familiar
contexts.
Educators need to have knowledge of the mathematics within experiences provided e.g. play
with materials like blocks, clay, sand and water develops skills in logic. Adventure play helps
children to develop problem-solving skills and understand spatial qualities (under, over,
through, between).
For more information see Early Literacy and Numeracy Matters – Enriching Literacy and Numeracy
Experiences in Early Childhood, Barnardos, (French, 2012) and Literacy and Numeracy for Learning
and Life, the National Strategy to Improve Literacy and Numeracy among Children and Young People (DES 2011).
It may be a good time to share the information in this newsletter with parents of children in your service.

Congratulations to Nuala Roche!!
Clare County Childcare Committee and all the staff
would like to take this opportunity to wish Nuala
Roche well in her new position as Childcare Practice
Manager at the Bessborough Centre Creche in Cork
City. Nuala worked for the Clare CCC for 8 years and
contributed hugely to the many areas of work in her
role as Development Worker. She is passionate
about her work and while we are very sad to see her
go she will be a huge asset to the Bessborough Centre Creche.

Introducing a ‘Couch’ to your Service...
Article by Caroline Rodgers
Inagh Ark Creche, Preschool and Afterschool

I wanted to introduce a couch because all children are precious and
deserve to be offered the same everyday life comforts that we as
adults are automatically in receipt of.
First and foremost every childcare centre can be a home from home for each and every child that is
placed in your care. We need to offer each child a feeling and sense of overwhelming comfort
while they are in a service. I wanted to introduce a couch because all children are precious and deserve to be offered the same everyday life comforts that we as adults are automatically in receipt
of. We as adults feel that we are due these entitlements, that we deserve to sit on a couch or an
armchair when we are tired or if we have had a tough day...... So why should it be any different for
our children. Every service can offer a home from home feeling by featuring a real comfort area
within the room. Every service can offer time out for each child if they wish to take it. Children’s little
minds get tired too and they often just need a few moments to sit out, relax, recoup, have an adult
sit with them, have somewhere they can sit alone, or have somewhere they can sit for story, cuddle, or for a chat and listen time. I operate a Montessori class and yet still manage to arrange my
room with a structured effect in one area and the children’s sitting room in another. The children
retire to the couches and arm chairs when and as they wish.
We also offer an afterschool service and our afterschoolers love the soft furnishings in the room.
After a long hard day on a hard chair at school what more could be nicer than being able to offer a
child a soft tranquil space for them to relax in. Take off the shoes and throw themselves on the
couch and just be themselves!

It certainly has added a great sense of comfort, calm and
peace amongst the children and within our room.
Picture yourself spending 8 hours or more on a hard stool, chair etc- would you go home
and proceed to sit on another hard chair for the night??? Doubt it! So I hugely urge all of you
who don’t yet have a couch to go and get those couches and armchairs into your service so
that your children can have a basic need/right met.

Couches are easy come by and so readily available- Check out all charity shops who have
great ones or put up a sign in your service explaining what you are trying to create and Parents/Grandparents may donate couches to you. You will instantly enjoy the benefits when you
see the children enjoy their new space and the new comforts that you have created for them.

Irish Road Safety - Promoting Road Safety in
Childcare Services
The Road Safety Authority (RSA) is
urging people nationwide to continue
their life-saving behaviour and get involved in the national and local efforts
to reduce road deaths. This plea
comes as the RSA announced details
of their annual ‘drive to save lives’ during ‘Irish Road Safety Week’ which
took place nationwide from Monday
8th October to Sunday 14th October.

Ideas for Road Safety
Read stories from Simon and Friends.
Role Play: Act out stories, set up a road, crossing section, use mini bikes/trikes as
traffic.
Invite local Gardaí/County Council Road Safety Officer into your service to talk to
children about their job or to do some role play.
Use the high visibility vests that were distributed to Simon and Friends participants.
Share Information with families and encourage them to do activities at home.

Changes to Childcare Funding Schemes
As you will all be aware now there have been various changes made to the ECCE,
CETS and CCS programmes/schemes. Please remember that detailed guides explaining
the requirements of each scheme/programme including the relevant forms to be downloaded are all available on our website at www.clarechildcare.ie and the Department of
Children and Youth Affairs website at www.dcya.ie A new guide is currently being devised for the CCS programme taking account of new changes just announced. Please
be sure to refer to this.
If you have any questions in relation to the schemes or your service please contact your
designated staff member at Clare CCC.

Equality and Diversity
Resources
As part of the National Pre-school Education
Initiative for Children from Minority Groups
resource lists for supporting Equality and Diversity have been compiled. You can access the following from our website www.clarechildcare.ie :
Resource List for Art Materials, Dolls, Figurines and Jigsaws.
Resource List for Books.
Contact Details for Suppliers.
Some of the books are currently out of print and a
small number of the books may only be available

if orders of over 20 are made.

Childminding Information
It has been a busy few months for childminding in County Clare. We have had seven new
childminders set up a childminding business, predominantly in the Ennis area. We would like to
welcome them and wish them well in their new childcare career. The Childminding Development
Grant was also reintroduced in April and July. Successful childminders were financially supported
to purchase new safety equipment and toys. A reminder to all childminders that if you have current
vacancies please let Debbie know and she will include this information on the lists she sends out
to parents.

Parent and Toddler/Child Groups
Funding applications are now being accepted for the Parent and Toddler grant scheme
2012/2013.
If you are currently running a group or thinking of setting up a new Parent and Toddler group then
please contact Debbie for an application form. The closing date for grant applications is Monday 19th November.
“A County Childcare Committee Support Guide to Developing and Running a Parent and Toddler
Group” is now available from our office.
debbie.odonovan@clarechildcare.ie
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